Powerjog Treadmill Oil Info Sheet
Description: Part Number: 15-0001
Original Powerjog Commercial Grade Treadmill Silicone is a Silicone Oil Lubricant that
is Clear in Colour, has no Odour and is Non Hazardness.
Due to the method in which it is applied onto the Treadmill Deck there is no need for
any additives, meaning it is free from Solvents, Propellants and Distillates.
Treadmill Friction:
Friction is the force between two surfaces. In our case it is the underside of your
Treadmill Belt and the Surface of the Deck or Running Board. As you walk or run on
your Treadmill, with each step you are forcing the Belt against the Deck. The heavier
the user the more force is being applied creating more friction.
Developed Specifically for the Powerjog:
For the past thirty years the Powerjogs heavy 6mm Treadmill Belting has performed
at minimum friction only due to its specialist blend of Powerjog Oil/ Belt Combination.
Original Powerjog Treadmill Lubrication Oil literally clings to the underside of the
polyester in the Belt Fabric in tiny globules due to its tried and tested consistency.
The underside Belt fabric pattern helps the Silicone Oil “travel” throughout the fabric
ensuring that each time the users feet make contact with the Treadmill Belt, literally
thousands of these globules of lubricant are pressed into the area of impact. So no
matter how you walk or run, whether you wander on the belt or sprint at 30kph you
are rest assured that the Powerjog Lubricant is working with you to provide a safe
running experience whilst enabling the Mechanical and Electronic components within
the Treadmill run like a highly tuned engine.
Application Method:
Powerjog Commercial Treadmill Lubricant has been specifically developed to provide
Optimum Performance for all Powerjogs in the range. It is designed for Powerjogs
fitted with Black Laminate or Metal Topped Powerjog Treadmill Decks.
The method of application is by manual application. The reason for this is to ensure
that an accurately measured amount of Lubricant is applied between schedules of
20hrs for (metal decks) and 40hrs (laminated decks). The Lubricant is applied in its
liquid form directly onto the centre of the Running Deck surface. With normal usages
the Powerjog Oil will spread outwards in each direction covering the complete
underside of the Polyester fabric on the underside of the belt. Wherever your foot
lands on the Belt you have peace of mind that under the belt the Lube is doing
exactly as it should, ensuring you’ll never hit a Dry Spot!
COSHH
All our Treadmill Lubes are INDUSTRY STANDARD Genuine Treadmill Lubricants that
meet COSHH Regulations and are available Only through Expert Fitness UK Ltd and
authorised UK Fitness Equipment Repair and Service Divisions.
Always check for the ExpertfitnessUK logo on the bottle. Should you come across a
similar bottle and method of application not displaying the ExpertfitnessUK logo
then it's not our Genuine Treadmill Lube in the bottle!
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